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OPERATION OF ADD-ON BOX

See the Compudry Command Center Operating Instructions also for more detail.

The Control Power must be on in the Compudry Command Center for the Auxiliary Auger Add-on Box to have any control power. Once the Command Center power is turned on, the switches and lights on the Add-on box operate the same as the Cont. Flow/Aux. Auger switches on the Command Center.

The up, or Run, position causes that auger, and light, to come on. In the down, or Auto, position, the Command Center Moisture Control module, or a separate timer, controls when the auger runs. The light always comes on when in Auto, whether the auger is running or not, to indicate that it could come on at any time.

If any overload relay trips, the Command Center control power will shut down, and all augers will shut off immediately. Make sure all power is disconnected and locked off before opening the box to reset the overload.

LIGHT IS ON WHENEVER SWITCH IS IN AUTO, EVEN IF AUGER IS NOT RUNNING, BECAUSE AUGER COULD START AT ANY TIME.
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LIGHTS ARE ON WHENEVER SWITCH IS IN AUTO, EVEN IF AUGER IS NOT RUNNING, BECAUSE AUGER COULD START AT ANY TIME.

FROM COMMAND CENTER SWITCH/RELAY PANEL EXPANSION BOX CONNECTOR J11
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